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Germany breaks taboo with Hitler exhibition
NewsCore, October 12, 2010

No exhibition dedicated to Hitler has been held in Germany since World War II Source: AAP
AN EXTREMELY nervous Germany is preparing to stage
the first exhibition dedicated to Hitler since the Fuhrer
killed himself in his Berlin bunker in 1945.
The exhibition, Hitler and the Germans, opens Friday
and breaks a long-standing taboo. Since WWII, there have
been dozens of museum displays on Nazi crimes, on the
Holocaust, on slave labor, on the murdering doctors, cruel
judges and massacring soldiers - and all triggered debates
and protests.
But Hitler has always been out of bounds, in Berlin most of
all, lest neo-Nazis start to swarm to the museum and pay
tribute to the dictator of the Third Reich. The emotional power
of Hitler was shown two years ago when a wax model was put
on display in the Berlin branch of Madame Tussauds. An
enraged visitor pushed past security guards and ripped
Hitler’s head off. It seems, though, that times have changed.
"Neo-Nazis have not been known to cross the threshold of
museums in the past," said Hans-Ulrich Thamer, who is
curating the Hitler show in the German Historical Museum.
Rudof Trabold, museum spokesman, said, "We should even
hope that they do come and get to grips with what we are
putting on show, and how we’re doing it."

The museum is part of the old Zeughaus, scene of an
unsuccessful attempt to blow up Hitler. Across the road is the
Bebelplatz, where Nazis made a huge bonfire out of so-called
decadent books. And a 10-minute walk away is the patch of
green concealing Hitler’s wartime bunker.
The new exhibition tries hard to be unprovocative. None of
Hitler’s many tunics are on display, and anything that could
have been personally touched by the Fuhrer has been
banished from the museum. Nor are there any bone
fragments.
"Don’t worry," said one historian, after getting a sneak
preview. "They have made sure that you won’t come into
contact with any of Hitler’s DNA."
http://www.perthnow.com.au/news/world/germany-breakstaboo-with-hitler-exhibition/story-e6frg1p3-1225937922041

***
German with Hitler ringtone faces jail Adelaide Now, 1 Jul 2010
Letter shows Hitler's affection for British The Australian, 24
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Neo-Nazi guards Danish royals Herald Sun, 8 Nov 2009
Heil the name of the gnomeThe Australian, 15 Oct 2009
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From: YouTube Service service@youtube.com Sent: Sunday, 10 October 2010 7:29 PM
To: toben@toben.biz Subject: YouTube Video Notification

YouTube | Broadcast Yourself™
Regarding your account: FredrickToben
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The following video(s) from your account have been disabled for violating the YouTube Community Guidelines:
Dr William Pierce: How World War Two Started - (FredrickToben)
Your account has received one Community Guidelines warning sanction, which will expire in six months.
Additional violations may result in the temporary disabling of your ability to post content to YouTube and/or
the termination of your account.
Sincerely, The YouTube Team Copyright © 2010 YouTube, LLC
***********
From: Fredrick Toben toben@toben.biz Sent: Monday, 11 October 2010 1:29 AM
Subject: RE: YouTube Video Notification of censorship - YouTube team members are thieves
To: 'YouTube Service' service@youtube.com
1. Well, well – it had to come my way from the YouTube team
that has now bent to pressure but doing it selectively because
there is so much rubbish on YouTube that the team needs to
target individuals who dare to speak out.
2. Still, if the Snyder v Phelps case before the US Supreme
Court is decided in Phelps’ favour, expected sometime in 2011,
then the team shames itself for violating the First Amendment.
3. But the team is in good company –
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XGw3_U91utU
4. In any case, whoever made this decision to pull the plug on
this video clip reveals an infantile mind that is morally and
intellectually bankrupt.
5. So, YouTube team: Shame on you, shame on you. If you
enforced your ‘community standards’ with some justice, then
you should remove all Holocaust believers’ rubbish that is so
blatantly full of falsehoods, which by the way also defames the
German people.
6. The YouTube team will now vet the Fredrick Töben site with
glee – make my day, as if I cared because you have no sense
of justice and you don’t care about truth content, and you love
those sexual videos that individuals upload but you hate those
who upload videos that tell the truth about historical events.
7. You continue to fear truth emerging on your website and
thereby you continue to distort history by blocking videos that
tell the truth. No, you are not only distorting history but you
are perverting it into trash.
8. Look in the mirror and look at your own reflection – how
powerful you are! You can pull the plug on my submissions on
this website. Wow! – and if I don’t acknowledge this message
of yours, below, then I cannot access my site and it will
remain permanently blocked to me.

9. Oh, I will be so heartbroken, I’ll be so angry and hurt –
gimme, gimme back my addiction to YouTube and gimme back
‘Dr William Pierce: How World War Two Started’.
10. You are now also thieves, and so YouYube team, my
message to you is direct, blunt and crude: Make my day and
get foxtrot-uniform-charley-kilo-echo-delta!
Sincerely http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A10I_3e8B_I
***
From: michael To: service@youtube.com
Sent: Monday, October 11, 2010 9:21 PM Subject: Frederick Toben
Re : Dr William Pierce: How World War Two Started
I see you've blocked that vid. Just means you are a front for
the mass murderers of humanity, the Jews, as what they do to
Palestinians is what they have in mind for the 7,000,000,000
of us on the planet.
Since you either are Jews or behave as they would wish you
to, then `community guidelines` really is pc speak for
covering for the mass murderers of humanity. I therefore
accuse you of being accessories before the fact of the mass
murder of humanity, for the reason that you wish to thwart
the process of more and more people getting to know the real
political history of ww2 which would result in there being less
chance of Jews leveraging the political process to their
advantage in getting humanity to murder one another as was
the case with World War Two. George Orwell would have been
impressed with your choice of `community guidelines` as the
perfect cover for a purpose so evil not even he thought to
project onto Emmanuel Goldstein.
Michael Mazur,
Brunswick Vic.

__________________________
Comments on Töben’s registration denied to attend International Conference on Antisemitism and Holocaust Denial
– see program details in Newsletter No 543
It is clear that "Shoa Business" is still alive but it is not clear
complaint about this ill-treatment of the public's being refused
that it is still well. Who's paying for the present Zionist
admission on unfair discriminatory grounds with the Arts
extravaganza? Poor bankrupt Ireland, whose bones have
Council who were using public funds to sponsor the event.
already been picked clean by globalist financiers?
(After all, you were not found to be 'a criminal danger to the
James Damon jamesmdamon@yahoo.com 1 November 2010
public' though wrongfully incarcerated for 50 days when
***
foreign authorities forced you to enter England in 2008!)
Yes, such an attitude gives them more power when no one
Cheers,
Michèle
Renouf
ladymrenouf@tellingfilms.co.uk
objects, and when one does, the point of argument is
October 31, 2010
dismissed with their same old rhetoric....debasing character,
***
and if they can not put that person down...other more physical
You have struck just the right note of mocking seriousness in
methods are used... Your letter doesn't mock ! It is to the
your protest. If this ‘conference’ wishes to achieve the desired
point..and that is what more should do...ruffle more feathers
result, it clearly must exclude all those who might threaten
as I said earllier... – Amy Aremia
such a result.
***
I see some of the usual gang is featured: the named-afterthe-completely-exploded ‘Nazi-hunter’ Centre, the famousGood on you! (re your response to the Conference
organisers.) I am wondering if Ireland's public purse is party
hairdresser-funded professor, other beacons of suspect
to the funding of this anti-democratic endeavour which
scholarship, and a few fellow-travellers. I miss the Weasel and
disdains all fair public information balance?
the Froggy one whose name thankfully escapes me—ah no,
There may be some mileage in asking, for when the London
I’m afraid I have it after all—Klarsfeld. Surely this is an
Jewish Book Week refused to allow me entry, I won a
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important, if redundant, opportunity for these monoculturalists to repeat their mystic formula among the crowd?
I see without surprise that, with negligible exceptions, they
are all of the same faith. A local token guest is Prof.
‘McElligoat’ (my sp.), who presumably has learnt the value of
pulling this goat’s wool over people’s eyes.
The fundamental question that arises is, of course: how do
they expect to be taken seriously, as an assembly that is billed
as ‘conferring’ on a subject, when they are only preaching to
the converted and the outcome is mere predestined
propaganda?
I believe they are, in fact, only talking at each other, while
trying to outdo each other’s ostensible convictions, a) to
bolster their own confidence, and b) to compete for available
supporting funds.
So my rhetorical question is answered: they will (typically)
drum up a heated argument, in ‘question time’, whereby one
agitated ‘professor’ will attack another same, over some vital
trifle. Fisticuffs will only be avoided by the bell for the
Conference Dinner, where they can all calm down and
congratulate themselves on another job well done. Same time
next year? – Gerard Menuhin
***
A model of reasoned argument. – CARLOS
carloswporter@yahoo.es
***
What a certain Prof. Finkelstein, US-Jew, called „The Holo....
Industry”, seems to be big biz …. – And, NOT surprising,
“they” want to keep among themselves, a “herd of those who
do believe”, NOT people who Do want to know, and see
proofs. – Günter Deckert guenter.deckert@gmx.de
***
In a message dated 10/31/2010 8:35:33 P.M. Eastern
Daylight Time, toben@toben.biz writes:
Dear Gordon Duff
Your posting of Anthony Lawson’s video indicates there is a
convergence between 9/11 and Holocaust Revisionism –
something that will upset/does upset a lot of individuals.
However, as someone who has been in this Holocaust business
on a full-time basis for 16 years I can see that Jon Faine’s
blocking technique is the same as that employed by Holocaust
believers to stop Revisionists from airing their legitimate

concerns about the official Holocaust conspiracy theory,
namely that Germans exterminated Jews in homicidal gas
chambers.
As a point of interest, I attach the below email.
Any comment from you, please?
Cheers. Fredrick Töben
------------------From: Gpduf@aol.com
Sent: Monday, 1 November 2010 11:39 AM
To: toben@toben.biz
info@adelaideinstitute.org;
jimwdean@aol.com;
Cc:
winchester66@tampabay.rr.com;
ken.okeefe@alohapalestine.com
Subject: Re: FW: TOBEN'S Registration DENIED International Conference on Antisemitis...
Fred (call me Gordon) When I heard about the conference in
Dublin I was considering writing about it. The only venue I
could think of using was humor.
As, for reasons unknown, I manage to maintain a larger
readership than those to are actually attending the conference,
I considered...my own special type of coverage. You can get
angry about things like this...really the lowest form of
theatre...or you can step back...and use the tools you have.
There is no question that the conference is offensive in nature
and was meant to be.
However, what it tells me is that, in order to stage something
as sad and meaningless as this, there must be a real feeling of
desperation on the part of those who have made the holocaust
an industry. "We con the world" should really have been done
about this conference.
Yes. You were right to contact me. I have NO fear of taking
these bastards on.
g
cc. Jim W. Dean, Joe Cortina, Ken O'Keefe
Gordon Duff is a Marine Vietnam veteran, and Senior Editor at
Veterans Today. His career has included extensive experience
in international banking along with such diverse areas as
consulting on counter insurgency, defense technologies or
acting as diplomatic officer of UN humanitarian groups. Gordon
Duff's articles are published around the world and translated
into a number of languages. He is regularly on TV and radio, a
popular and sometimes controversial guest.Read Full

________________________________
IN BRIEF
Is this why Dublin is hosting the November 2010
HOLOCAUST- SHOAH INVERSION conference?

-------McCarthy warning: IMF is at our door October 31 2010
Bord Snip economist says Budget is our last chance for
sovereignty. Economist Colm McCarthy has starkly warned
that the International Monetary Fund will be running Ireland
by February if the Budget "fails to convince the financial
markets".
In what he calls a "scary scenario", outlined in the Sunday
Independent today, Mr McCarthy says "the game is up" if the
Government flunks the Budget on December 7. The sense of
impending doom is also evident in the latest Sunday
Independent/Quantum Research poll, which found that a
massive 64 per cent believe it to be "inevitable" that Ireland
will need the help of the IMF in the new year.
Mr McCarthy has said that if the Budget does "too little" to
convince the financial markets, the Government will be unable
to finance itself -- "which means an IMF/European bail-out and
economic policy dictated from outside the country for the first

time since the State was founded". He warns that the
country's cash reserves will run low by next spring, unless
Ireland re-enters the bond market with a "pretty big issue" of
up to €5bn. "Realistically, the Government needs to do this in
January or February at the latest," he says.
Mr McCarthy, an economics lecturer at UCD, headed a group
which recommended savings of up to €5.3bn in a report
commissioned by the Government and published in July of last
year. Most of its recommendations have not been
implemented. The public finances are in such a dire state that
the former Fine Gael leader, Garret FitzGerald, said yesterday
that the national interest would not be served by a Dail defeat
of what he predicted would be the toughest Budget in the
history of the State. "It seems to me that in the present
critical situation, the national interest would not be served by
a Dail defeat of the Budget -- whatever its contents may be,"
he said.
Government sources were yesterday anxious to downplay
speculation that Finance Minister Brian Lenihan intends to
bring the Budget date forward, closer to the as yet unspecified
publication date of its four-year budgetary plan, which has to
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be submitted to the European Commission in Brussels this
month. There was a view last week that a convergence of the
dates would reduce the possibility that TDs who support the
Government might defect upon publication of the budgetary
plan to cut the public deficit by €15bn by 2014.
Government sources were yesterday confident that the Budget
would be passed on December 7 and that there would be no
defections from Fianna Fail, the Greens or by independent TDs
who support the Government. Yesterday, Dr FitzGerald also
said he did not believe that the Budget would fall due to the
defection of TDs who have supported the Government up to
this point. However, a growing number of political observers
believe that the survival of the Government will be tested
when the specific detail of the Budget is outlined in the
Finance Bill in January.
A government source said yesterday: "If the Government is to
fall, I would say it will fall on some detail or other of the
Finance Bill, rather than on the Budget itself." In the event
that the Budget is defeated, Dr FitzGerald has suggested a
deal which would see the Government agree to dissolve the
Dail at once "or, perhaps preferably, in early January" -- in
return for which the Opposition would agree to an immediate
vote to adopt the Budget.
In the Irish Times yesterday, Dr FitzGerald said: "If the
opposition parties then won the subsequent election, as seems
almost certain, and if the two of them together agreed on
budgetary changes that would not affect the size of the
general government balance in 2011, they could then effect
such changes when they took power after the election.
"Such an arrangement could avoid the potentially disastrous
impact of a budgetary collapse, followed by a consequent
dissolution of the Dail and weeks of electioneering, while our
financial stability was being put at risk.
"I raise this matter now because unless some arrangement of
this kind is contemplated, a Budget defeat in the Dail could
leave us without either a Government or a Budget for a month
or more, followed by the likely emergence of a new
Government under huge pressure to produce a new Budget at
once." Mr McCarthy has said that the four-year plan will be
critical, but that the Budget measures "will matter even more".
He said the priority was to reduce sharply the projected
amount of fresh borrowing for 2011 and to hope that Ireland's
re-entry to the bond market goes well.
"Those who object to a tough Budget on the grounds that it
will weaken an already weak economy are whistling in the
wind unless they can identify a less deflationary option. "It is
not that we are living beyond our means: we are living beyond
the willingness of lenders to lend," he said.
The public, meanwhile, remains hugely pessimistic about the
country's prospects. Asked if they believed that there was real
scope for economic growth and job creation over the next four
years, a huge 68 per cent said no, while only 32 per cent said
yes, according to our poll.
- JODY CORCORAN Sunday Independent

Alderman Valter Nagelstein said Tuesday that including the
Holocaust in the school curriculum will help prevent it from
happening again, and said he hopes it also will curb "the kind
of neo-Nazi incidents we have seen in the past."
Porto Alegre's Jewish community of close to 15,000 has often
been targeted by skinhead groups and neo-Nazis who have
desecrated cemeteries and synagogues. Police last year
disrupted what they said was a plot to bomb at least two
synagogues in the city. The city's Roman Catholic Archbishop
Dadeus Grings also caused a stir when he told a local
magazine that "more Catholics than Jews died in the
Holocaust, but this isn't known because the Jews control the
world's media." After the uproar, Grings promised to improve
dialogue with Jewish leaders, to reject any denial of the Jewish
death toll in the Holocaust and to repudiate the spread of
ideas that could provoke anti-Semitism.
Historians say that about 6 million Jews died in the Holocaust,
the Nazi effort to exterminate the Jewish people in Europe.
Several million other people, including Gypsies, Russians,
Poles, religious and political opponents, homosexuals and the
disabled were systematically killed as well by Adolf Hitler's
regime in Germany.
"The Holocaust was one of the worst massacres in mankind's
history, yet many youths and teachers know nothing about it,"
Nagelstein said by telephone. "Teaching the Holocaust in
public schools will provide a better understanding of the
matter and lessons to prevent it from being repeated." Mayor
Jose Fortunati said that by discussing the Holocaust, "we could
build a more peaceful society and combat violence and
intolerance."
http://www.google.com/hostednews/canadianpress/article/A
LeqM5hY5eh5KrwD4LFfCFqz8HNNogFgvA?docId=4880305

***
Remember this?
‘Holocaust Couple’s Love Story Exposed As Lie’
By LA S HAWN on 29 December 2008, in LUNAC Y
Oh, how I wish I’d blogged about the latest literary hoax last
week before the publisher canceled the contract! Feetdragging is a bad habit, boys and girls.
The air’s out of the balloon now. A man named Herman
Rosenblat claimed that while he was in a concentration camp,
a Jewish girl whose family was pretending to be Christian gave
him apples over a fence. One day he asked her not to come
back because he had an “appointment” with the gas chamber.
He wasn’t killed; he was transferred to another camp. Years
later, he went on a blind date with a woman who turned out to
be the girl who’d given him apples lo those many years ago.
Critics cried foul.

http://www.independent.ie/national-news/mccarthy-warningimf-is-at-our-door-2401372.html

***
Holocaust studies become mandatory in public schools
in southern Brazilian city
By Stan Lehman (CP) – Oct 19, 2010
SAO PAULO — A city in southern Brazil that has suffered a
series of neo-Nazi incidents is requiring all public schools to
teach about the Holocaust. The new law, the first of its kind in
Brazil, will go into effect next year in all of Porto Alegre's 96
public schools, where some 60,000 students study, the city
government's website said Tuesday. The author of the law,

First, the concentration camp where Rosenblat said he
was detained didn’t have gas chambers.
Second, the Nazi’s didn’t tell prisoners when they were going
to the gas chamber. The point was to trick them into going.
Third, there’s no way Herman or Roma could have gotten close
to the fence without the guards seeing them. Fourth, it was
highly unlikely that a Jewish family who feared the Nazi’s
wouldn’t know about their nine-year-old daughter’s daily visits
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to a concentration camp fence, for crying out loud, or would
allow her to continue once they found out. And on and on.
Herman Rosenblat and his wife Roma ended up on Oprah, and
Berkley Books offered him a deal for his memoirs, Angel at the
Fence: The True Story of a Love That Survived. And you know
Hollywood is partial to Holocaust stories. The book is set to be
made into a movie.
Despite Rosenblat’s story being discredited, publisher Berkley
Books stood by him until December 27, when the company
canceled the contract. Rosenblat admitted he’d made up the
“love story.” But guess what? Hollywood still intends to make
the movie. It’s fiction, so why not?
Read all about it at The New Republic, which exposed the
hoax. The latest article contains links to previous ones:
http://blogs.tnr.com/tnr/blogs/the_plank/archive/200
8/12/29/how-tnr-exposed-a-newoprahendorsedmemoirasahoax.aspx.
Perhaps the biggest burn victim is Oprah Winfrey. Her
gullibility knows no bounds. This is the second memoir she’s
endorsed and gushed over that’s turned out to be a big fat lie.
You may recall that after she made memoir author James Frey
a lot of money, he confessed to fakery.
The so-called bad boy drunk who wrecked cars, went to
prison, fell in love with a fellow drunk in rehab who killed
herself, tamed a wild beast of a hardened criminal, etc., was
nothing more than a wanna-be bad-a**, a relatively
unremarkable frat boy who spent maybea few hours in jail.
Check out The Smoking Gun’s outstanding piece of
journalism exposing Frey.
Oprah asked Frey to come back on the show to explain
himself. For the first time in years, I watched the show.
I had to. It was funny and worth every minute. Frey looked
like a little boy being scolded by his mommy.
Will Miss Oprah ask an old couple to return and explain
themselves?
I’m not a Jew, so I don’t pretend to understand how upsetting
Rosenblat’s lies must be to people who were imprisoned in the
camps and their relatives. Why did he do it? “I wanted to bring
happiness to people,” he said. “I brought hope to a lot of
people. My motivation was to make good in this world.”
The problem, Mr. Rosenblat, is that your story was wide open
for exposure. Your story was obviously phony to thinking
people and easy to pick apart. How many Jewish people were
touched in some way by the Holocaust? Did you not stop to
think about Holocaust survivors who could verify, or in this
case, refute, your claims? The ramifications were too great to
even take the chance, in my opinion. But, whatever. Time to
dust off the live-blogging skills!
Update (12/30): NYT on fake love story memoir.
http://lashawnbarber.com/archives/2008/12/29/holocaustcouples-love-story-exposed-as-lie/
http://lashawnbarber.com/archives/category/lunacy/

***
Worldwide hatred of Israel
Conference on de-legitimization of Israel highlights
multipronged demonization effort:
Manfred Gerstenfeld 18 October 2010
Many perpetrators from very diverse backgrounds are heavily
involved in the ongoing de-legitimization of Israel, without any
one being dominant. This is different from the build up of
extreme anti-Semitism before the Holocaust. Then most of the
overwhelming demonization of the Jews came from a single
source: Hitler and his followers and allies. They built on an
infrastructure laid over many centuries, mainly by the Catholic
Church and certain factions of Protestantism.
On Sunday and Monday of the past week Boston-based
CAMERA – which combats media distortion of information

about Israel – held a conference on Israel’s de-legitimization.
The lecturers were experts who have studied various sources
of demonization. This gave an audience of about 1,000 people
an overview of this frightening phenomenon. Many had come
from other parts of the United States and Canada.
The purveyors of anti-Israel hatred include large parts of the
Muslim world. At the conference Daniel Pipes said that Jews
should focus their efforts on combating adherents of radical
Islam. His view however may be too narrow an approach as
much of the de-legitimization of Israel comes from the
mainstream of Muslim societies. Former Canadian Justice
Minister Irwin Cotler showed how several categories of law,
including human rights law, have been corrupted by the United
Nations. The same subject was dealt with in more detail by
Professor Anne Bayefsky of the Hudson Institute.
Andrea Levin, who heads CAMERA, gave a number of
examples of how the New York Times corrupts information
about Israel. The academic Tammy Benjamin illustrated how
anti-Israel hatred is promoted on the campuses of the
University of California, the largest State university system in
the United States. The forces of de-legitimization are on the
one hand university teachers who use their courses for
propaganda. On the other hand Muslim and leftist students
spew hatred against Israel and try to frighten pro-Israeli Jews.
Even if this contradicts university rules often administrations
hardly react to complaints.
Anti-Israel Israelis
Professor Alvin Rosenfeld of the University of Indiana focused
on Jews and Israelis who are in the forefront of those causing
damage to Israel. He mentioned that after the Gaza flotilla
incident more than 1,000 US rabbis, rabbinical students and
academics instituted a fast to pray that Israel will become a
more moral state and be nicer to the inhabitants of Gaza.
Professor Gerald Steinberg of Bar Ilan University, who heads
NGO Monitor claimed, that NGOs are often at the origin of
anti-Israel news in the media.
Other hate promoters are various Christian groups, mainly
liberal Protestants. Yet another source of hatred is trade
unions. One cannot neglect right-wing sources of anti-Israel
hate promotion, but one overwhelming message of the Boston
conference was that the greatest threat to Israel comes from
various groups in the Muslim world, assisted to a large extent
by many extreme left-wing forces, but also by more moderate
mainstream forces from social democracy.
The cartoonist Yaakov Kirschen drew a number of categories
of Jewish Israel haters as cuckoo birds. In particular, his
caricature of the ultraorthodox Neturei Karta cuckoo elicited
much laughter in the public.
A conference of this kind gives a much more complete
overview than reading about anti-Israeli incidents in
newspapers from time to time, or even hearing a lecture on a
specific category of perpetrators. One also understands much
better that the Israeli government has been neglecting this
largely non-violent war against the country for many decades
and until today.
Potential genocide
Israel today is endangered by potential genocide in two ways.
The first is obvious. If radical Muslims obtain an atom bomb,
there is a substantial threat that they will use it against Israel.
One such peril comes from Shiite Iran. The American
government has informed the Israeli government that Iran is
about one year away from producing such a nuclear weapon.
Another possibility is that atom bombs belonging to Pakistan,
a Sunni Muslim country, fall into radical Muslim hands if
disorder in Pakistan increases. This is far from theoretical: in
September this year, Asif Ali Zardari, Pakistan’s president,
warned that the country’s very survival was threatened by the
twin forces of extremism and the huge floods that struck the
country earlier this year.
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There is, however, a second way in which Israel is threatened
by mass murder. This is the above described method of the
“thousand cuts.” In my presentation on the increasing
ideological criminality of Europe I pointed out that the
culmination of the growing pressure exerted on Israel may
force it to make concessions and go back to indefensible
borders, which Abba Eban called the “Auschwitz borders.”
A viable peace may be possible. However, a process in which
only Israel makes concessions will lead to an agreement which
is called “peace” but may be nothing more than an
intermediate step to mass murder. This is all the more true in
an increasingly uncertain world deriving from two major
factors: the structural instability of the global economy and
the large jihadist forces in the Muslim world.
The message of the increasing de-legitimization of Israel is
frightening, yet we should learn to understand it as best as
possible. It was an important achievement of CAMERA, to
bring so many expert lecturers together from many countries.
Dr. Manfred Gerstenfeld has published 18 books, several
of which deal with anti-Semitism and the delegitimization of Israel.
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L3970798,00.html

***
Sephardi leader Yosef:
Non-Jews exist to serve Jews, October 18, 2010
JERUSALEM (JTA) -- Israeli Sephardic leader Rabbi Ovadia
Yosef in his weekly Saturday night sermon said that non-Jews
exist to serve Jews.
“Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no
place in the world; only to serve the People of Israel,” he said
during a public discussion of what kind of work non-Jews are
allowed to perform on Shabbat.
"Why are gentiles needed? They will work, they will plow, they
will reap. We will sit like an effendi and eat," he said to some
laughter.
Yosef, the spiritual leader of the Shas Party and the former
chief Sephardi rabbi of Israel, also said that the lives of nonJews are protected in order to prevent financial loss to Jews.
"With gentiles, it will be like any person: They need to die, but
God will give them longevity. Why? Imagine that one’s donkey
would die, they’d lose their money. This is his servant. That’s
why he gets a long life, to work well for this Jew,” said the
rabbi, who recently turned 90.
An audio recording of some of the rabbi's remarks was
broadcast on Israel's Channel 10. The American Jewish
Committee condemned the rabbi's remarks in a statement
issued Monday. "Rabbi Yosef’s remarks -- suggesting
outrageously that Jewish scripture asserts non-Jews exist to
serve Jews -- are abhorrent and an offense to human dignity
and human equality,” said AJC Executive Director David Harris.
"Judaism first taught the world that all individuals are created
in the divine image, which helped form the basis of our moral
code. A rabbi should be the first, not the last, to reflect that
bedrock teaching of our tradition."
http://www.jta.org/news/article/2010/10/18/2741341/rabbi-yosef-non-jewsexist-to-serve-jews

***
Nazi praise sparks Swiss rethink of Le Corbusier
Bradley S. Klapper, AP Writer, October 6, 2010
GENEVA – He's one of the titans of 20th Century architecture,
but Le Corbusier is suddenly feeling the weight of history
working against him. The modernist master's legacy is coming
under pressure after Switzerland's largest bank dropped an ad
campaign featuring the architect and artist last week. Now,
Zurich authorities are debating whether to dump plans to
name a square after him.
Letters made public in recent years and a 2008 biography
suggest that the visionary known for his cool, spare designs
and revolutionary urban planning ideas was a Nazi

sympathizer whose Fascist tendencies went far beyond what
was previously known.
One letter shows Le Corbusier expressing clear enthusiasm for
Hitler, even if at other times he calls the German leader a
"monster."
"If he is serious in his declarations, Hitler can crown his life
with a magnificent work: the remaking of Europe," Le
Corbusier wrote to his mother in October 1940, at a time when
he was shopping his radical ideas about urbanism across the
continent. That was also shortly after Hitler's armies
conquered France and much of Western Europe.
It's been a tough week in Switzerland for the artist born
Charles-Edouard Jeanneret, who died in 1965 after helping to
create an international modern architecture movement along
with giants such as American Frank Lloyd Wright and German
Bauhaus innovators Walter Gropius and Mies van der Rohe.
The revelations are not completely surprising, as it has long
been known that Le Corbusier aligned himself with the French
far-right in the 1930s and accepted a post as a city planner for
the Vichy regime that ruled France and collaborated with Nazi
Germany during World War II.
What is perhaps most noteworthy is the sudden Swiss
rejection of a native son — born in the sleepy town of La
Chaux-de-Fonds — whose face appears on the 10-franc bill.
His name graces a square in the capital of Bern and a street in
Geneva. "For UBS, the most important thing in our campaign
is the message we wish to communicate," said Jean-Raphael
Fontannaz, a spokesman for the Zurich-based banking giant.
"We don't want the message to be lost in a discussion about
Le Corbusier. We also don't wish to hurt the feelings of
anyone."
Fontannaz said UBS AG used Le Corbusier in an advertising
drive that began in August. It dropped the artist last week.
UBS' decision came after protests from Jewish groups and
publishers in Switzerland, who accused Le Corbusier of being
an anti-Semite. The accusation hit a raw nerve with a bank
that suffered a crisis in the 1990s over revelations that it
prevented Jewish claimants from accessing Holocaust-era
accounts belonging to their ancestors. The row resulted in a
$1.25 billion settlement.
"It's incomprehensible that UBS chose Le Corbusier as an
exemplary Swiss personality," Vreni Mueller-Hemmi, head of
the Swiss-Israel Society, told the weekly SonntagsZeitung.
The group's vice president, Lukas Weber, told The Associated
Press that he was pleased with UBS' decision.
Zurich authorities decided three years ago to name a square
next to the central train station after Le Corbusier once
construction was completed. But authorities now say they are
taking another look at the historical record. A decision will be
made at a meeting of the city's street-naming commission
next month, said spokeswoman Charlotte de Koch. Le
Corbusier left an enormous body of work, including some
30,000 architectural plans, 7,000 watercolor paintings, 500 oil
paintings and 52 books. He was perhaps as famous for his
philosophy of architecture as for actual works. Among his most
famous structures are the Villa Savoye near Paris, the Punjab
government complex at Chandigarh, India, the Unite
d'Habitation apartment block in Marseille and Notre-Dame-duHaut chapel in Ronchamp, France.
Despite the recent controversies, Le Corbusier still has Swiss
defenders. "It's a different issue if you make a publicity
campaign," said Werner Abegg, spokesman for the moneyprinting national bank. "The bank note highlights essentially
the influence of a person. It's uncontested in the case of Le
Corbusier." Abegg told the AP that the bank had no plans to
change its currency.
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20101006/ap_en_ot/eu_switzel
and_le_corbusier_2

***

Multiculturalism in Germany has failed, says Chancellor,
October 18, 2010
BERLIN: Germany's attempts to create a multicultural society
in which people from various cultural backgrounds live
together peacefully has failed, the Chancellor, Angela Merkel,
says. Multikulti, the concept that ''we are now living side by
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side and are happy about it'', does not work, Dr Merkel told a
meeting of younger members of her conservative Christian
Democratic Union (CDU) party at Potsdam near Berlin at the
weekend. ''This approach has failed, totally,'' she said.
Dr Merkel spoke a week after talks with the Turkish Prime
Minister, Recep Tayyip Erdogan, in which they pledged to do
more to improve the poor integration record of Germany's 2.5million-strong Turkish community.
Horst Seehofer, the leader of the CDU's Bavarian sister party,
CSU, told the same party meeting that the two parties were
''committed to a dominant German culture and opposed to a
multicultural one'. 'Multikulti is dead,'' he said.
While warning against ''immigration that weighs down on our
social system'', Dr Merkel said Germany needed specialists
from overseas to keep the pace of its economic development.
The head of the chamber of commerce and industry, Hans
Heinrich Driftmann, said Germany was in urgent need of about
400,000 engineers and qualified workers. ''The lack is causing
a loss of growth of about 1 per cent,'' he said in an interview.
Jewish leaders, meanwhile, warned that German society and
democracy were under threat from extremists. A recent study
should prompt the government to act against anti-democratic
ideas, the secretary-general of the Central Council of Jews,
Stephan Kramer, told the Rheinpfalz am Sonntag weekly.
Mr Kramer criticised Mr Seehofer for ideas he said were ''not
only petty but outright irresponsible'' and called the
immigration debate ''hysterical''.
The study, by the Friedrich Ebert Foundation, showed that
more than a third (34.3 per cent) of the 2411 people surveyed
believed the country's 16 million immigrants or people with
foreign origins came for the social benefits. About the same
number (35.6 per cent) think Germany is being ''overrun by
foreigners'' and more than one in 10 called for a ''fuehrer'' to
run the country ''with a strong hand''.

***
Mohammed A. Hegazi mehegazi@yahoo.com
31 October 2010 Subject: Away from politics
1. Why is 'abbreviated' such a long word?
2. Why is the man who invests all your money called a
broker?
3. Why is the time of day with the slowest traffic called
rush hour?
4. Why isn't there mouse-flavoured cat food?
5. Why do they sterilize the needle for lethal injections?
6. Why are they called apartments when they are all
stuck together?
7. If flying is so safe, why do they call the airport the
terminal?
Should recipient of this email be interested, these are
my
blogs:
http://www.hegazi.blogspot.com/
http://www.egyptianblogspot.blogspot.com (Arabic)

***
Israel's loyalty oath: Discriminatory by design
The Guardian, Monday 11 October 2010
New pledge requires future citizens declare their loyalty to an
ideology, one intended to exclude Palestinians
There are two narratives at work in Israel that have a bearing
on the capacity of its leaders to negotiate the creation of an
independent Palestinian state next to it. The first is official and
intended for external consumption. It is the one that claims
Israel is ready to sit down with the Palestinians in direct talks
without preconditions and Mahmoud Abbas, the Palestinian
president, should not have wasted so much of the 10 month
partial freeze on settlement building before he did so. On
Saturday, America was given another month by the Arab
League to persuade Binyamin Netanyahu's government to halt

settlement building, the bare minimum required for talks to
continue.
There is however a second narrative, which could be called
business as usual, and it has nothing to do with occupation,
Iran's nuclear programme, Hizbullah's rocket arsenal, or any
threat which could be called existential. This was evident in all
its inglory yesterday when the Israeli cabinet approved a
measure requiring candidates for Israeli citizenship to pledge
loyalty to "the state of Israel as a Jewish and democratic
state". The naturalisation oath would not apply to Jews, who
are granted automatic citizenship under the law of return, so it
is, by definition, discriminatory. The existing text binds
individuals to declare their loyalty to the state of Israel. The
new version requires future citizens to declare their loyalty not
just to a state but an ideology, one specifically designed to
exclude one fifth of its citizens who see themselves as
Palestinian.
Palestinian Israeli leaders have described this proposal as
racist. Palestinian Israeli citizens do not have to take this oath,
but their partners seeking naturalisation do. Neither could
agree with Israel's characterisation of itself as a Jewish state.
It could be a state of Jews and all its citizens, but never a
Jewish state. Nor is this the only bill around. There are 20
others in the slipstream that have a similar effect: there is a
loyalty law for Knesset members and for film crews; there are
bills that make it a criminal offence to deny the existence of
Israel; that penalise the mourning of Nakba Day; that force
any group financed by a foreign nation to report each
contribution; and a bill to deny ethnic minorities' access to
Jewish settlements. The authors of these proposals not only
intend to create a state ideology but to police it.
The question that lies behind this is why, and why now? Are
these the actions of a nation prepared to make a historical
compromise, end occupation and live in peace with its
neighbourhood? If they are and we are all wildly
misinterpreting this, why alienate and incite the very people
who could have helped by their example bring a historic
settlement about, people who have accepted the existence of
Israel, who have never in their history taken up arms against
it? This applies to Christian as well as Muslim. The opposite is
happening. The Palestinian Israeli experience of inequality and
discrimination only promotes the view that being a minority in
a state with a Jewish majority is rapidly becoming untenable.
The Labour minorities minister Avishay Braverman described
the loyalty oath yesterday as a terrible mistake. But it is surely
more that. Mistake implies miscalculation, and there is
calculation in this. It seeks to pre-empt negotiation on the
third core issue after borders and the division of Jerusalem –
the right of return of Palestinian refugees to sovereign Israeli
territory. Abbas happens to be one of those refugees. If
Netanyahu refuses to extend the settlement freeze, Abbas, the
most pliant Palestinian negotiator Israel is likely to encounter,
has threatened to resign, dissolve the Palestinian authority or
seek US and UN recognition for a future Palestinian state.
Netanyahu is only hastening the day when this happens and in
one sense, he is doing the world a service. Future citizens will
be swearing loyalty to a state that can not make peace.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/2010/oct/11/israel-loyalty-oathdiscriminatory

***

______________________________________________________
The Bracken/Faine Saga: Aussie Trades Unionist Exposes 9/11
1. Cover-up exposed by Anthony Lawson:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tE3pMPObcGU
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2. The next day Kevin Bracken hammers Jon Faine
again:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=akSUWJaAGc
3. This is how Prime MinisterJulia Gillard responds in
Parliament:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVLZgUA2QM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RJ50U3ws0iM
5. Kevin Bracken on the Alex Jones show in the US:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMEwaCsUCZQ
6. October 27, 2010 posted by Gordon Duff
http://www.veteranstoday.com/author/gordonduff/
Listen to an overbearing gatekeeper, Jon Faine, attempt to
rubbish the genuine concerns of Australian Trades Union
President, Kevin Bracken, in an attempt to stifle any debate
about the many anomalies in the official 9/11 story.
Kevin Braken takes on ABC Radio Journalist Jon Faine:
“Good on yer, Kev. You’re a bonza bloke and a real
credit to the old country. You’re a Fair Dinkum Aussie
and you’ve got my vote, any day.”…Anthony Lawson

Aussie Hero, Trades Unionist, exposes 9/11 cover-up.
Story and Video by Anthony Lawson and John Bursill —
Veterans Today
4. In the aftermath Faine saw fit to keep on ranting:

_________________________________________________

From the Director Adelaide Institute

MERRY CHRISTMAS & A HAPPY NEW YEAR 2011
-suggestions
Dear Supporters
1. We are ending the year a little early by closing our newsletter posts at the end of November 2010, but have
enclosed copies of newsletters for December and Januar - up to No 545.
2. If all goes well, we shall be back at the end of January, beginning of February 2011.
3. If you would like to continue receiving the hard copy of the newsletter please advise. This is important because
if you do not inform us, then we shall take you off our list. Unfortunately economic constraints force us to do this.
4. If you are on the Internet, then you can simply view or download the mewsletters from Adelaide Institute’s
website – www.adelaideinstitute.org.
5. This year has been blah, blah, blah… 350905607915tg43894860481T77767***(*^(&TI%%#$W^%&^*()*(&^%&*()(*&^%$^&*()*&^%$$^%&^YT%^&*()*657

I wish you************
Peter M Hartung
Adelaide, 14 November 2010
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